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Abstract

International technology transfer occurs frequently in international operations, for example in cases of foreign direct investment where companies set-up existing manufacturing lines in new locations. It also occurs in situations of international outsourcing where a new supplier receives product and/or production process information. This technology transfer process often leads to difficulties, for example delays and much higher costs than anticipated. To gain insight into the causes of these difficulties we used a grounded theory approach to describe the process of international production technology transfer. We conducted four case studies in the aircraft industry and analyzed the problems that occurred. We found that technology transfer consists of three phases: preparation, installation and utilization. These three phases are influenced by three types of factors: technological, organizational and environmental. The combination of activities with factors enables an integrated view on international technology transfer. We found that the amount of technology, the accuracy of information, and the extent of organizational and environmental differences have a large impact on the efficiency of the technology transfer process.
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INTRODUCTION

Many businesses currently are involved in international operations and those which are not as yet, might be confronted with them shortly. For example, a survey by van Dam and Deitz (1995) showed that internalisation is the most important development for Dutch companies due to the increasing international competition, the existence of low-wage countries and the rise of Eastern Europe. Although low wages are important, Porter (1990) showed that countries can offer other competitive advantages as well. For example, the demand conditions for a product in a certain country may give competitors in that country a competitive advantage when they compete in other geographic markets. One of the consequences is that companies in international business have to consider alternative international production locations.

Although Porter (1990) identified the opportunities from producing in different geographic locations, he did not elaborate on how a technology or production line should be transferred. Yip (1992) also indicated the potentials of having a global strategy, identifying five strategy levers for companies. One of these levers is the global location of activities. Again, the potential for transferring technology is shown. Ferdows (1989) focused on the management of international manufacturing. He described different purposes for different production locations and some of the difficulties in managing overseas locations. Shi and Gregory (1998) indicated that the main outcome of globalization is international manufacturing networks. They identified seven types of manufacturing networks, with a trend towards geographically dispersed and horizontally co-ordinated factories. Overall, these authors indicate that there is a strategic potential in transferring activities across national borders, without detailing how such a technology transfer should be managed.

In practice, the transfer of technology encounters significant difficulties and it is often problematic. Several authors (Clifford, 1997; Lewis, 1998a; Mann, 1989; Moxon and Lewis, 1998) provide illustration of a number of problems with technology transfer leading to considerable losses and cancelled projects.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER LITERATURE

There are many different viewpoints on technology transfer. A first distinction can be made between vertical and horizontal transfer of technology. Ramanathan (1994, p. 253) describes them as ‘Vertical technology transfer represents a flow from laboratory research through developmental stages and ultimately to commercialization. Horizontal technology transfer is essentially the transfer of established technology from one operational environment to another. Steenhuis and de Boer (2002) distinguish at least 16 types of technology transfer. Their categories are based on the type of technology that is transferred in combination with the direction of the transfer, i.e. whether it occurs in a vertical or horizontal manner. From this point on, our focus is on horizontal transfer of production technology. Several authors have used the perspective of multinational companies and emphasized the choice of technology, the channel of technology transfer related to the amount of control that can be exercised, and the cost of producing in other countries (Al-Ali, 1995; Al-Obaidi, 1993; Amsalem, 1983; Baranson, 1970; Hirsch, 1976; Hymer, 1976; Mansfield, 1975; Mansfield,
Romeo, Schwartz, Teece, Wagner and Brach, 1982; Stobaugh and Wells, 1984; Teece, 1976; Teece, 1981; Tsang, 1997; Vernon and Wells, 1991). These focus on one, or at most a few, strategic issues and how decisions with regard to these have been made. For example Hirsch (1976) showed that the choice between export and foreign direct investment depends on the opportunity of a firm to take advantage of its firm specific know-how and the local production cost. Although the issues treated are fundamental for our understanding of the strategic decisions for multinational companies, they do not discuss the success or effectiveness of technology transfer.

Other authors have used the perspective of industrially developing countries and have studied the appropriateness of technology and the price industrially developing countries were or should be paying for technology (Bruun and Mefford, 1996; Cooper, 1973; Dahlman, Ross-Larson and Westphal, 1985; Madu, 1989; Marcelle, 2003; Stewart, 1979; UNCTAD, 1978; UNIDO, 1979; Wallender, 1979). These studies deal with a few issues for strategic decision making from an industrially developing country perspective. For example Madu (1989: 121) states that “the MNCs are blamed for transferring inappropriate technology. This is because the technology is often capital intensive and ill-suited to the local production needs”. Although the issues treated are fundamental for our understanding of the strategic decisions from an industrially developing country perspective, they are limited in their scope.

Another strand of literature took a more comprehensive viewpoint by looking at the success of technology transfer, i.e. effectiveness, and identifying a combination of key factors (Agmon and von Glinow, 1991; Al-Ghailani and Moor, 1995; Chen, 1996; Djeflat, 1988; Godkin, 1988; Heston and Pack, 1981; Kumar, 1995; Mital, Girdhar and Mital, 2002; Perlmutter and Sagafi-nejad, 1981; Robinson, 1988; Rosenberg and Frischtak, 1985; Samli, 1985; Yin, 1992). These studies offer much more insight into the complexity of technology transfer and the numerous factors that influence the success of technology transfer, i.e. whether the receiving company is able to utilize the technology. For example, Samli (1985: 4-8) provides geographical, cultural, economic and government factors that influence successful technology transfer. Some factors have been identified as extremely important such as high culture differences (Hussain, 1998; Kedia and Bhagat, 1988) and tacit knowledge characteristics (Gorman, 2002; Grant and Gregory, 1997b; Howells, 1996; Marcotte and Niosi, 2000) both leading to difficulties in technology transfer. In general, these studies add to our understanding of the importance of a range of factors to the success of technology transfer. However, these studies treat factors as distinct and they do not relate them to specific activities. This leaves us with a collection of factors whose combined effects on technology transfer activities are not known. They also focus on effectiveness of technology transfer, i.e. was the technology transferred, rather than the efficiency of technology transfer, i.e. how many resources were required to transfer the technology.

**Technology Transfer Process**

Behrens and Hawranek (1991), Behrman en Wallender (1976), Dahlman and Westphal (1981), Chantramonklasri (1990) and Teece (1976) provide similar process models for technology transfer from industrially developed to industrially developing countries when a new facility is established. To illustrate the phases in these models, Behrman and Wallender’s model (1976) will be discussed. Behrman and Wallender (1976: 5-14) identified seven phases for technology transfer within multinational companies to industrially developing countries when setting-up new factories. The first three phases occur prior to start-up of the plant and include (1) initiation of proposals for site location and planning of the operation, (2) making adaptations to the product...
designs, and (3) design and construction of the facilities. In the fourth phase, start-up activities, industrial engineering and training play an important role and this requires often a substantial number of personnel from the parent. In value engineering, the fifth phase, the focus of attention is shifted toward improving cost-effectiveness. In the sixth phase, product development, and the seventh phase, external support, the capabilities of the facility and its surrounding suppliers are improved. The last three phases of the model deal with continuous production management and the technology transfer, establishment of technology at a new location, can be considered to have ended at phase four. Behrman and Wallender (1976: 14-19) furthermore focus on transferring knowledge in these phases through mechanisms such as sharing of documents, instruction, conferences, visits, and sending of equipment. Behrman and Wallender provide illustrations to show the amount of effort required to transfer a technology. For example, to establish of a Ford plant in South Africa more than 53 experts were sent to South Africa (Behrman and Wallender, 1976: 52), around 150 local people were hired annually for the first couple of years (Behrman and Wallender, 1976: 65) and to train people for example for a supervisor position took 18 months due to low education levels (Behrman and Wallender, 1976: 67). Because of the emphasis chosen, the models from Behrens and Hawranek (1991), Behrman and Wallender (1976), Dahlman and Westphal (1981), Chantramonklasri (1990) and Teece (1976) are primarily focused on multinational companies who own and manage overseas operations and are setting-up new facilities. These models are not sufficient to describe the technology transfer process between two existing companies.

Kaplinsky (1990), Miles (1995) and Moustafa (1990) use the perspective of an industrially developing country. Their models describe similar phases. Moustafa (1990) will be used as an illustration. Moustafa (1990) identified five phases. In the first phase, choice of technology, the industrially developing country has to make a choice among different technological options. Activities included in this phase are evaluating current and future competitiveness of a firm, appraising the relative risk of developing versus acquiring technology, assessing the rate of future changes in technology, estimating potential return on investment in financial as well as in strategic terms on micro and macro levels, determining economic and financial viability, preparing preliminary engineering designs, and preparing technical specifications and evaluations. In the second phase a channel for transferring technology needs to be selected. This can for example be: licensed production, joint-venture or wholly-owned subsidiary. After these two phases the technology has to be adapted to the local conditions in the third phase. During the fourth phase, integration of the technology, the emphasis is on the manufacturing processes and assimilating the new technology into the company’s internal activities. The aim of the last phase, implementing and managing the technology, is to see if there is a self-sustaining and successful on-going operation in place and to manage this system. The models from Kaplinsky (1990), Miles (1995) and Moustafa (1990) use the perspective of the receiving company but essentially ignore the sending company.

Bar-Zakay’s (1972) technology transfer model describes a sequence of technology transfer activities that specifically combines the technology sender and receiver. The model has four phases: search, adaptation, implementation and maintenance. After each phase a joint-decision has to be made whether to terminate the project or carry on. Policies and priorities are developed in the search phase. Two criteria for continuing to the next phase are: compatibility of policies and priorities, and personal compatibility. The adaptation phase starts with the formulation of a technology transfer project or process. Activities to be carried include learning about the environments and evaluating the cost and feasibility. The major joint-decision criteria at the end
of this phase are: degree of consensus on feasibility and desirability, and cost effectiveness commensurate with policies and priorities established in the search phase. The third stage covers the actual transfer. The sender has to provide training and overcome resistance to change while the receiver has to provide supporting elements and ensure bureaucratic support. The decision criteria are: identification of problems that require such changes in the technology transfer project that a completely different pilot operation is called for, and identification of problems that cannot be solved at the maintenance stage without excessive risk to either recipient or to both. Finally, at the maintenance stage, when the technology transfer project is in full-scale operation, the donor should delegate authority to the recipient. Criteria to evaluate the success or failure of the project are: original expectations versus current performance, and net benefits.

Legg (1991) studied potential technical, social and environmental problems that were likely to be encountered during the implementation of a technology transfer agreement. Legg used an in-depth approach to search for important factors in technology transfer projects between the UK and China. Legg found that the efficiency of a technology transfer process is influenced by technical system factors (poor quality of products and production delays), social system factors (for example skill shortages) and external influences (for example government influence). Legg (1991: 30) identified four basic phases in a technology transfer process: preparation for transfer, partner selection, negotiations and implementation. Grant (1997) linked the content and the process of international transfers of manufacturing using the perspective of the sending company. Grant differentiated between host dependent and host independent characteristics of the manufacturing process to facilitate the assessment of the relationship between manufacturing process and transfer implementation activities. Grant (1997) identified four transfer implementation activities: adaptation; packaging; resource, competence and capability building; and support. Grant and Gregory (1997a) identified robustness and transferability as constructs to determine the ease of the technology transfer process. A robust process can be transferred to any environment without adaptation, and will fit the local conditions. The transferability of a process is its innate, host-independent ability to be adapted, transmitted, and assimilated, within reasonable time and resource constraints. Grant and Gregory (1997a) found that if the process is robust and transferable, it is ideal for transfer. A non-robust and non-transferable process is the most difficult to transfer.

It can be concluded that most studies on technology transfer have focused on one or a few strategic decision factor or on identifying a range of factors that influence the effectiveness of technology transfer. Although a number of studies on the process of technology transfer exist, only a few of them have combined the activities for both sending and receiving companies. An interesting in-depth study is provided by Grant (1997). However, his study is mainly organized around ‘sending a technology away’. This has an inherent disadvantage because the technology implementation will take place at the receiving company. Therefore, we believe that it is necessary to look at activities at a company that receives a technology. Our study, therefore, describes the process of technology transfer from the perspective of the receiving company.

**METHODOLOGY**

**Research problem**

The purpose of the research is to gain insight into the process of production technology transfer, i.e. to understand how production technology transfer takes place from the perspective of the receiving company. Production technology transfer frequently takes place between industrially
developed nations and industrially developing nations, therefore, we were primarily interested in this type of transfer. The World Bank annually publishes a World Development Report in which it distinguishes four groups of countries: low-income economies, lower-middle-income economies, upper-middle-income economies and high-income economies. Our research focus was technology transfer between low-income or lower-middle-income economies and high-income countries.

Furthermore, there are many horizontal transfers of production technology and we choose to focus the research on one particular production technology, aircraft production technology. First, the technology is of prime importance in the transfer process. It is therefore necessary to develop in-depth knowledge about the technology. We therefore choose not to vary the technology. Second, aircraft manufacturing is an attractive industry to develop for industrializing countries. Lewis (1998b) describes China, Korea and Indonesia as countries which are trying to develop their aircraft industry. Third, Porter (1986; 1990) and Yip (1992) consider the aircraft industry as an extreme case of a global industry. Many aircraft manufacturers produce parts in different parts of the world, there are therefore potential technology transfer projects to study. We choose to focus on civil aircraft because it was unlikely that access can be received to military production plant. Second, the market (industry) for military aircraft is different than for civil aircraft. The differences in demand and ownership structures make that these types of technologies may not be comparable with non-military aircraft.

Based on these choices the central research problem was formulated as: What is the process by which civil aircraft production technology is transferred from companies in industrialized countries to companies in industrializing countries?

**Research Approach**

Our research orientation is what Miles & Huberman (1994: 4) call ‘transcendental realism’. This perspective is a mix of postpositivist and interpretivist thinking. On the one hand, as in the postpositivist perspective, we believe that social phenomena can be described by regularities and sequences that link together phenomena, i.e. probable facts or laws (Guba and Lincoln, 1994), but we do not use the deductive methodology of postpositivism (Guba and Lincoln, 1994). On the other hand, we agree with the interpretivist perspective as stated by Schwandt (1994: 118): “The world of lived reality and situation-specific meanings that constitute the general object of investigation is thought to be constructed by social actors. That is, particular actors, in particular places, at particular times, fashion meaning out of events and phenomena through prolonged, complex processes of social interaction involving history, language, and action. The interpretivist believes that to understand this world of meaning one must interpret it.” This calls for an inductive methodology. As Miles & Huberman (1994: 4) state it: “Unlike researchers in physics, we must contend with institutions, structures, practices, and conventions that people reproduce and transform. Human meanings and intentions are worked out within the frameworks of these social structures – structures that are invisible but nonetheless real.” In other words, in our approach we immerse ourselves in field situations, or cases, in order to be able to interpret the business processes. At the same time we look for commonalities and differences in different field situations and how these explain the outcomes of the technology transfer process in order to discover ‘natural laws’.
This transcendental realism perspective is very useful in operations management. Although according to Meredith (1998) in operations management positivism and the employment of quantitative methodologies have dominated, Meredith (1998: 453) states: “The case/field focus on understanding is preferable for new theory development in operations management because eventually, the explanation of quantitative findings and the construction of theory based on those findings will ultimately have to be based on qualitative understanding.”

Data Collection

Within case. The data collection within each case was driven by grounded theory principles to inductively discover how technology was transferred. At the beginning of the field study we developed a case study protocol. This case study protocol provided initial direction to the research by stating areas of interest combined with a first indication on where data might be found. We did not have a survey type list of questions to ask respondents, since this is not in accordance with the inductively oriented grounded theory methodology (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Once the field study was initiated, continued data collection was directed by the constant comparison technique (Glaser and Strauss, 1967: 101-115). That is, data were continually compared and based on this the next type of data and source was determined. The data collection and analysis were written down in field notes, i.e. a database was established.

Our research focus was to discover the process of technology transfer and we were open to different potential research angles. During the research process, guided by comments from respondents and the availability of material, the focus became time-oriented. In other words, to discover the process of technology transfer, we examined how the technology transfer was originally planned and then followed-up with analyzing whether it went as planned and why or why not.

We used a combination of data collection methods. In each case, we studied documentation first because typically respondents initially reacted to our inquiries by giving us documentation to study. In the four cases, planning documents were first analyzed to get a sense of the activities in technology transfer and the accompanying schedule. The planning was then compared with other documentation such as progress reports and written communication such as faxes, letters etc. These data where then compared with data gained from interviews and observations. During the interviews respondents were asked, in an open format, about their ideas and opinions so that the meaning of the events could be determined. This frequently led to follow-up interviews to clarify emerging issues and also led to interviews with selected people in other positions in the companies to get their ‘side of the story’. For example, in the second case, during interviews with a Romanian manager he indicated that one of the difficulties with production technology transfer was that Romanian operators could not produce certain parts. He stated that this was not due to the skills of the Romanian employees, but rather because the drawings and process planning sheets of the Canadian company were of poor quality. When a Canadian foreign representative was subsequently interviewed about this same topic, surprisingly, the Canadian manager confirmed this viewpoint. This finding was surprising because the production of aircraft very much relies on the documentation due to safety issues. Generally, aircraft have to be produced exactly as required in drawings and other production documentation and deviation can lead to serious legal issues. The response of the Canadian manager then led to two follow-up issues. First, it led to a discussion of how production was taking place in Canada since the
employees in Canada were faced with the same inadequate drawings and process planning sheets. The explanation for this, provided by the Canadian manager, was that within the Canadian company, these kinds of issues could be dealt with in an informal way. That is, operators at the shop floor deviated from the provided documentation but the managers were aware of this and due to the cost of documentation changes, it was acceptable. Further interviewing of Romanian employees who had received training in the Canadian factory confirmed this viewpoint. This then raised a subsequent issue, namely why the Romanian operators could not use similar approach. The explanation, again checked through multiple sources, was that in the case of the Romanian company, this was not acceptable since the Romanian company is a separate entity and has a legal responsibility to produce exactly according to the provided information otherwise, it is legally liable. The second follow-up issue was on the skill level of Romanian employees. Although the Romanian and Canadian managers indicated that the skill level of Romanian operators was comparable to the Canadian skill level this was investigated. In this instance, we found that, Romanian operators received both practical and theoretical tests at the beginning of the technology transfer to determine their skill level. These tests results, which were shared with us, confirmed that the Romanian operators had similar skill levels as Canadian operators. This description shows how data collection was directed by the constant comparison method and how emergent issues arose in the cases. It also shows how important it is for researchers who use this type of research study to keep an open mind.

If interview data, together with data from the documentation and/or observations confirmed each other, it was deemed credible, i.e. we would conclude that we uncovered the true meaning. Otherwise, continued interviews, observations and document analysis were applied to determine what really happened or to get to deeper issues. We did not rely on any one specific data format, even if data represented in that format appeared to be consistent. For example, in the first case, the progress of the technology transfer showed huge delays. The analysis of progress reports and written communication between the two companies indicated that the company in the United Kingdom was unable to deliver materials and parts on time because the Romanian company was responsible for their shipment from the United Kingdom but this company did not have enough transportation resources. From the analysis, it appeared that delays were caused by the unavailability of parts and materials. However, during the interviews the true meaning of the events became clear. The delayed materials and parts did not influence the production process, rather, because the production was already delayed, these materials were not yet required and since the Romanian company had to pay upon receipt of the goods, it effectively blocked the receipt of these goods by not providing transportation.

For each case study, aside from using multiple sources, we also used member checks to verify that our interpretations were correct. Member checks involve feeding back information to informants (Miles & Huberman, 1994: 275). An issue with this type of feedback is that it may influence the informants in future data collection. We therefore provided case study reports to only a few Romanian informants at the end of the first and second case study. At the end of the third case, case study reports were shared with more people and we gave a presentation to a larger audience to solicit feedback. At the end of the fourth case study we also provided case study reports and we gave a presentation to a larger audience to solicit feedback.

Overall, in the four case studies approximately 315 interviews were held with 45 employees from the Romanian company and the foreign companies involved in the technology transfer.
Furthermore, observations were continuous during a total of nine months of field research and thousands of pages of documents were analyzed.

*Case selection.* The selection of cases was, similarly to in-case data collection, based on developing insights during the field study. Case selection was therefore not determined in advance but emerged during the field study in accordance with the theoretical sampling strategy in grounded theory (Glaser, 1978: 36-45; Glaser, 1992: 101-107; Glaser and Strauss, 1967: 45-77). The first case study concerned the transfer of an aircraft production line from the United Kingdom to Romania. This technology was at the end of its technology life cycle in the United Kingdom. During the case collection and analysis, it was found that managing such a technology transfer was rather complex. In fact, the data analysis was also suffering from the size and complexity of the transfer because it made it hard to separate issues and get a more in-depth understanding of emerging concepts. Therefore, a choice was made for a second case with a much smaller technology. The second case concerned the transfer of an established aircraft cockpit production line from Canada to Romania. One of the main issues that emerged during this case study was that some delays in the technology transfer process were caused by factors that were outside of the control of the Romanian and Canadian companies, for example corruption at the customs. However, one issue that was inside the control of the companies was the adequacy of the product and production documentation. The case analysis showed that the documentation was inadequate which caused delays due to the need to clarify issues and change the documentation. The idea of inadequate information connected with the age of a production technology was compared with the first case where this was also found. Based on this finding a third case was selected with a much newer production technology to compare whether this concept was also relevant in such an instance. The third case study focused on the transfer of an aircraft tail production line from the United Kingdom to Romania. This aircraft was at the very early stages of production. During this third case study, it was found that new technologies also have information adequacy problems, but that they were of a different nature. In particular, the documentation was unstable due to design changes as a result of testing. Furthermore, the third case study findings confirmed the occurrence of several factors that caused delays which were related to the overall Romanian environment. Therefore a fourth case study was chosen where technology transfer occurred between two industrialized nations to compare and contrast with the earlier three case studies. This fourth case study concerned the transfer of an established aircraft skin panel production line from Germany to the Netherlands. During this fourth case study it was discovered that industrialized nations have an overall environment that is more conducive to business and hence the environment factors that were noted in the first three case studies were not as obstructive. However, it was also found that documentation inadequacies had a much bigger effect because of interpretation issues whereas in the other cases the freedom of interpretation of production information was much more limited because the Canadian and United Kingdom companies provided training, something that was deemed unnecessary in the last case due to the expertise level of both companies. Furthermore, the problem with the adequacy of the documentation was compounded because the Dutch company used a different production philosophy and therefore, the documentation needed to be changed (and accepted by the German company). This problem also did not occur in the earlier cases since the Romanian company was required to produce exactly according to the provided documentation. Table 1 provides an overview of some of the case study characteristics.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Destination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Aircraft</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>96,000 drawings 368,000 direct man-hours</td>
<td>United Kingdom (A)</td>
<td>Romania (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Cockpit</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>130 drawings 1147 direct man-hours</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Romania (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Tail</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>125 drawings 847 direct man-hours</td>
<td>United Kingdom (B)</td>
<td>Romania (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Skin section</td>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>55 drawings 100 direct man-hours</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Case characteristics

Analysis

Data collection and analysis are simultaneous activities in grounded theory research. The constant comparison analysis leads to emerging issues which drives the data collection. Nevertheless, we chose to discuss data analysis separately to provide more information on the processes used.

One of the main activities in this type of research is to develop categories (Glaser, 1992: 45). A category gets developed (by constant comparisons) in terms of its properties, in terms of its relationship to other categories and primarily to the main concept, in this case technology transfer. During our analysis we continuously focused on these issues and based on the continuous analysis developed a case study report or storyline for each case study. The purpose of the case study reports was to describe the technology transfer process in terms of the developed concepts or categories and how these concepts were related to each other. It also dealt with the properties of concepts. For example, the concept of technology was one of the most important concepts since that is what is transferred. During the continued data collection and analysis, we kept ‘molding’ this concept in terms of its properties and the linkage of these properties with the process of technology transfer. In the cases, it was determined that the size of a production technology can have an important influence on the technology transfer process in particular it influences the time required for the transfer and it may add complexity in scheduling. We therefore collected data and performed analysis to determine the ‘size’ of a technology. This is not always a straightforward process. Glaser and Strauss (1967: 107) note that “After coding a category perhaps three or four times, the analyst will find conflicts in the emphasis of his thinking. He will be musing over theoretical notions and, at the same time, trying to concentrate on his study of the next incident, to determine the alternate ways by which it should be coded and compared.” We encountered similar issues and as a result sometimes had to revisit our earlier determined categories. In the instance of the category of technology, we eventually concluded that a technology has characteristics such as its size and its age. The size is determined by the amount of documentation, the amount of machinery, and the amount of people involved. Each of these properties was specified in more detail. This technology ‘definition’ is
by no means perfect but it is a start in determining hypothesis about what is being transferred in a technology transfer process.

After the completion of the fourth case study a case comparison report was written in which all of the generated categories were compared across cases. This was insightful because some categories were not identified in earlier case studies but appeared in later case studies. This didn’t mean that these categories or concepts did not exist in the earlier data; it meant that their influence on the process of technology transfer in those instances was limited and/or that we did not pursue them as emerging due their limited impact on the process of technology transfer. For example, as mentioned above, in the fourth case study we found out that there were problems with the documentation because the Dutch company followed different production procedures than the German company. We did not find this type of documentation problem in the earlier cases but this was due to the fact that the Romanian company followed the exact same procedures as the Canadian and United Kingdom companies in those instances. Therefore, we were able to add extra insight into the three Romanian cases.

At this phase in the study we used techniques that are provided by Miles and Huberman (1994) to develop coherent descriptions of what and how things happened in the four cases. In particular we used causal networks (Miles and Huberman, 1994: 228) to display the main variables and their effect on the occurrence of delays in the technology transfer process. The causal networks were accompanied by a text storyline, explaining the events in the particular case. The causal network diagrams included all of the important variables, numbered similarly for each case, and with an estimated ‘value’. An example of such causal network is provided in figure 1, which is based on the second case study. In this figure, estimates for system states were based on field study judgments. Estimates for delays in activities were based on the total time span of the process phase and the importance for being on time. Thus, a 10% deviation (approximately four weeks) was considered high. This led to the following values: Low for less than one week delay, low-med for delays between one and two weeks, med for two to three week delays, med-high for delays of three to four weeks, and high for delays of more than four weeks. A negative value was assigned if the activity was faster than planned. Figure 1 shows how different factors contribute to delays in the delivery on the first cockpit to Canada. In this case, there was no delay (number 73) although the assembly activities (number 70 and 71) were delayed but this delay was made up by fast shipping (number 24 and 72). The middle part in the figure (factors 36, 39, 42, 46, 50, 53, 56, 59, 62, and 65) represents the scheduled activities in the technology transfer. That is, these are the ten categories or concepts that the companies used in their schedule that make up the technology transfer process. The combination of a concept from the schedule with additional factors such as 37 and 38 shows allow determining where delays occur. For example, in this particular case, the activity “layout and furniture” started on time (factor 36) but the implementation of this activity took much longer than planned (factor 37), therefore, this activity was finished much later than planned (factor 38). The figure shows that a lower productivity level at the Romanian company (factor 35) caused the long implementation (factor 37). The concept of productivity (factor 35) depends on a number of other factors including for example the local working conditions (factor 10) and the attitude towards time (factor 13). Towards the top on the left hand side is the concept of accuracy of information (factor 29). This concept has two distinct sub-concepts: reliability (27) which is independent of the technology receiving company and suitability (28) which is dependent on the technology receiving company. Reliability is determined by how stable the technology is, e.g. in this case, the technology was old and did not change anymore, therefore the stability was high (6), and by how up-to-date the
information is, e.g. in this case, the Canadian operators deviated from the drawings, therefore the up-to-dateness was low (7). The concept of suitability was not apparent during this case study but showed up in case study four. During the cross-case analysis, we therefore went back to earlier cases and filled in the missing parts that were not apparent in earlier cases. Suitability did not play a role in this case because the information was suitable for the Romanian company. This explains why this concept only emerged in a subsequent case. Suitability is determined by how ambiguous (8) the information is presented, e.g. in this case, the information showed a number of instances where Romanian operators could (and did) interpret the information differently than the Canadian company intended. This also depends on the knowledge level of employees (28). The second concept was the applicability of the information (7) which was high in this instance because the Romanian company followed the exact same production methods and philosophy (9) as the Canadian company. Figure 1 shows that we found 22 input factors that influenced, in some cases through intervening variables, the final outcome of the project (factor 73).
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FINDINGS

Our study was focused on uncovering the process of international production technology transfer. Although there were three different types of technology transfer, the process of technology transfer was found in the four case studies to be very similar. In other words, a general set of characteristics was found that could describe and explain the four different case studies regardless of the differences that were actually found within the case studies.

The general characteristics of the technology transfer process included similar phases and factors. The case studies showed that the process of technology transfer consists of three phases: a preparation phase, an installation phase, and a utilization phase. These three phases are influenced by three groups of factors: technological factors, organizational factors, and environmental factors. This leads to a model for the technology transfer process as given in figure 2.

![Figure 2: The Technology Transfer Balance](image)

The model is called the Technology Transfer Balance to emphasize that for an efficient transfer, the two individual companies need to be balanced with each other. Technology transfer can be compared to an organ transplant. If the two bodies do not show enough similarities, the transplant will be highly problematic. During our research, we came across several new insights that are important in technology transfer.

- The production technology influences the process of transfer due to some of its characteristics, notably age and size. The age of a technology can be measured from the moment that a product was first produced. Age influences the reliability of the production information. The size of a technology can be measured by looking at three components of technology: humanware, inforware and technoware. The combination of these three components is used to transform inputs into an output (aircraft (parts)). For aircraft production, this combination of components has to be approved by either an aviation authority or a supervising company. The humanware component relates to the direct labor involved in production. This can be determined by the number of employees and their skill level. Whether employees are able to efficiently use their skills is influenced by other factors such as working conditions. The inforware component related to the production documentation. This can be measured by the number of drawings, process planning sheets,
process specifications, and the bill of material. An important property of inforware is the accurateness of the documentation. This depends on its reliability, which is independent of the receiving company, and suitability, which is dependent on the receiving company. The technoware component related to the machinery et cetera. This can be measured by the factory floor area, and the numbers of production equipment (general and product specific (for example jigs)). The input to the production process is a combination of product specific detail parts and/or (sub)-assemblies, materials, fasteners, and non-consumables (for example tape). The output is an aircraft or aircraft part with dimension characteristics, performance characteristics, functional characteristics, and demand characteristics. The production process is guided by management which is determined by the number of managers and their skills.

- The horizontal international transfer of aircraft (parts) production technology is the transfer of all or some of the components of aircraft (parts) production technology from a source company (SC) in one country to a destination company (DC) in a different country.

- There are two main types of horizontal international transfer of aircraft (parts) production technology: technology selling and technology sharing. Technology selling is a process where the DC buys the technology. Technology sharing is a process whereby the SC freely provides the technology to the DC but whereby the DC does not gain ownership of the technology. Situations where a SC has produced products for some time and then decides to outsource the production to a DC are situations of sharing. The distinction of selling and sharing influences the legal liability and flow of money.

- The horizontal international transfer of aircraft (parts) production technology is a process that has three sequential phases: preparation, installation and utilization. During the preparation phase the companies are involved in a dialogue where they estimate and decide on the type of technology that will be transferred, how to schedule it, the monies involved et cetera. When this phase is completed, the next phase starts. During the installation phase activities are undertaken to set up a technology at the DC. Part, or all, of the technology at the DC will be an exact copy of the technology at the SC. The installation phase ends with the successful production of the first unit of the product. Then follows the utilization phase. The production technology is now fully installed at the DC and continuous production takes place.

- There are many factors that influence the outcome of the technology transfer process, in particular, the timing of this process. These factors can be grouped in three categories: technological, organizational and environmental factors. The technological factors are the size and age of the technology. The organizational factors are the capacity (how much), the capability (how complex) and the efficiency of the organization. The environmental factors include the national environment, the national business environment and the (international) industry environment. Factors in the national environment are: political stability, international political position, type of economy, level of industrialization (infrastructure et cetera), attitude towards time, and working conditions. The national business environment is determined by the level of related and supporting industries. The (international) industry environment is determined by factors such as: the strategic position of the company, the level of concentration in the industry, mandatory industry requirements (such as certification procedures) and market demand.

- The preparation phase has four activities: exploration of opportunities, developing a proposal, reaching agreement, and developing a project plan. The order of the activities in the
preparation phase depends on the type of technology transfer. If there are several potential DCs, then a formal proposal will be made. If the project plan involves elements that are specified in the contract, for example delivery of parts on specific dates coupled with payment, then the project plan and the contract development will occur simultaneously. If the management of the DC is considered highly competent by the SC, then the DC will develop the detailed project plan after the agreement is reached. Otherwise, the SC will develop the project plan before the agreement is reached. The technological factors are important in the preparation phase to determine what will be transferred and how the transfer will be implemented. The organizational factors and the environmental factors are important in the preparation phase to forecast their potential impact. In addition, some of the organizational factors and the environmental factors can be the cause (motivation) for the technology transfer to take place.

- The installation phase contains seven groups of activities related to transferring the production technology components: transferring inforware from the SC to the DC, bringing humanware up to the required level at the DC, translating and processing the inforware at the DC, bringing the technoware up to the required level at the DC, assuring production inputs at the DC, producing and inspecting the first article (batch) at the DC, and delivering the first product (batch) to the customer. The most important factors in the installation phase are: the efficiency of the DC organization, the appropriateness of the inforware (and related to this, the priority given by the SC to the project and the sophistication and reliability of the local communication infrastructure in the destination country), the sophistication and reliability of related industries in the destination country, and the approval procedures in the aircraft industry.

- The utilization phase has three activities: managing the production by the DC, dealing with technical queries by both companies, and managing the production network by the SC. These activities occur simultaneously. The most important factors in the utilization phase are: the efficiency of the DC, the appropriateness of the inforware and, related to this, the priority of the SC and the local communication infrastructure in the destination country, the level of related industries in the destination country, any decision to change from dual to single source by the SC, and the market demand for the product.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Our research was conducted to gain insight into the process of international technology transfer particularly from the perspective of the receiving company. We carried out four case studies in the aircraft industry. These covered two different types of horizontal technology transfers, i.e. technology sharing and technology selling, and were based in two destination companies. We found that the international technology transfer process is characterized by three phases. First, preparation, which takes place before the actual transfer. Second, installation, which can be seen as the transfer of the production line. This phase ends when the first product is produced. Third, utilization, which covers continued production. The activities in the three phases are influenced by three groups of factors: technological, organizational and environmental.

Technological factors play a dominant role in the preparation phase while organizational and environmental factors have to be assessed to determine their potential impact. In our four cases we found that the choice of technology, a frequently discussed topic in the literature, was in
practice limited during this phase. In the case of a technology sale, there are not many options in the aircraft industry. In the case of sharing, it depended on production capabilities of the receiving company. Our research furthermore showed that, although industrially developing countries are often interested in technology transfer for purposes of for technological development (another frequently discussed topic in the literature), technology transfer does not necessarily lead to a substantial increase in technological capabilities. In cases of technology sharing, technologies are only shared, if the receiving companies already have existing capabilities in place.

The installation phase, dealing with the transfer of the individual production technology components, is highly influenced by the amount of technology that is transferred and by the accuracy of the transferred information. Furthermore, the efficiency of the installation is impacted by differences between the source and destination companies. The more differences in these organizations, for example their structure, and their environment, for example the level of local supporting industry, the more likely that problems will occur leading to delays. As an analogy, international technology transfer can be compared to an organ transplant, the fewer similarities between the donor and host exist the more difficult the transfer. Companies that want to engage in technology transfer should therefore carefully assess their differences.

Only two of our cases reached the utilization stage of continued production. The activities in this phase continue to be influenced by organizational and environmental differences as well as by the level of priority that the source company gives to the technology transfer project. In this phase, although the destination company has proven that it can produce the product, continued support is required but it may not be a priority for the source company.

In our study, we did not find activities such as packaging of the technology and getting ready to transfer a technology. Instead, we found activities such as receiving and translating information, receiving parts, and inspection of parts. These insights are complementary to earlier literature contributions from the sending company perspective and together, they provide a comprehensive description of international technology transfer.
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